Numerous eukaryotic replication factors have served as chemotherapeutic targets. One replication factor that has largely escaped drug development is the Mcm2-7 replicative helicase. This heterohexameric complex forms the licensing system that assembles the replication machinery at origins during initiation, as well as the catalytic core of the CMG (Cdc45-Mcm2-7-GINS) helicase that unwinds DNA during elongation. Emerging evidence suggests that Mcm2-7 is also part of the replication checkpoint, a quality control system that monitors and responds to DNA damage. As the only replication factor required for both licensing and DNA unwinding, Mcm2-7 is a major cellular regulatory target with likely cancer relevance. Mutations in at least one of the six MCM genes are particularly prevalent in squamous cell carcinomas of the lung, head and neck, and prostrate, and MCM mutations have been shown to cause cancer in mouse models. Moreover various cellular regulatory proteins, including the Rb tumor suppressor family members, bind Mcm2-7 and inhibit its activity. As a preliminary step toward drug development, several small molecule inhibitors that target Mcm2-7 have been recently discovered. Both its structural complexity and essential role at the interface between DNA replication and its regulation make Mcm2-7 a potential chemotherapeutic target.
Introduction
Misregulated DNA replication is a basic prerequisite for uncontrolled cellular proliferation, and the clinical targeting of eukaryotic replication factors has seen widespread use in cancer treatment. Small molecule inhibitors that predominantly target leading or lagging strand synthesis, such as topoisomerases [1] , DNA polymerases [2] , DNA ligase [3] , proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) [4] , ribonucleotide reductase [5] , and telomerase [6] , have been developed to clinically block uncontrolled cancer proliferation. Although proven chemotherapeutic agents, these compounds target both normal and malignant DNA replication and as such often exhibit deleterious side effects [7] [8] [9] [10] . In contrast, few inhibitors have been developed that target replication initiation. As an essential factor that couples DNA replication to both cell cycle progression and checkpoint regulation (below), the Mcm2-7 complex offers a unique and intriguing alternative target for drug development.
Mcm2-7 forms the catalytic core of the helicase (CMG complex, below) that unwinds parental DNA to generate single-stranded templates for DNA polymerase (reviewed in [11] ). Mcm2-7 was initially identified during a genetic screen for S. cerevisiae mutants that demonstrated defective plasmid segregation (minichromosome maintenance [12] ). Subsequent work in yeast demonstrated that such mcm alleles cause a replication defect [13] , and the corresponding proteins were later found to be components of "licensing factor, " a biochemical activity isolated from Xenopus egg extracts that couples cell cycle progression to DNA replication [14] . However, due to the inherent enzymatic and regulatory complexity, the biochemical identification of Mcm2-7 as the replicative helicase took many years of work from multiple laboratories (reviewed in [11] ).
Mcm2-7 is an unusually complex helicase. Unlike prokaryotic and viral hexameric helicases formed from six copies of an identical protein, Mcm2-7 consists of six different subunits (historically numbered from 2 → 7). Although each is distinct and essential [13, 15, 16] , these subunits are all AAA+ ATPases and demonstrate partial sequence homology with one another [17] . As is common among AAA+ ATPases, Mcm2-7 forms a toroidal complex with ATPase active sites at dimer interfaces formed from conserved motifs contributed by each adjoining subunit [18, 19] (Figure 1(a) ). The six Mcm subunits demonstrate particularly high evolutionary conservation relative to other replication proteins; each subunit defines a gene family that is found in essentially all eukaryotes studied to date [20, 21] . Although most of the structural and mechanistic work to date has been performed on the Mcm2-7 complex from yeast and Drosophila, the strong evolutionary conservation of Mcm2-7 makes it likely that findings with lower eukaryotes will also apply to human DNA replication.
The structural complexity of Mcm2-7 appears to be related to its regulation. Both genetic and biochemical investigations demonstrate an unequal functional contribution among these six active sites for DNA unwinding [16, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] (Figure 1(b) ). DNA unwinding appears to require only the Mcm4, 6, and 7 subunits, as this particular trimeric subassembly from a variety of different organisms is competent to unwind DNA in vitro [26, 28, 29] . Moreover, work from budding yeast has shown that a complex containing only the Mcm4 and 7 subunits is specifically capable of unwinding DNA [25] , and biochemical analysis of the corresponding Mcm4/7 ATPase active site demonstrates that it is particularly important for both steady-state ATP hydrolysis and DNA unwinding activities of the Mcm2-7 hexamer [19, 23, 24] . In contrast, the Mcm2/5 ATPase active site serves to regulate the DNA unwinding activity through formation of a reversible discontinuity within the Mcm toroid structure (Mcm2/5 gate, Figure 1(b) ): the gate-open conformation blocks helicase activity, whereas the gate-closed conformation is helicaseactive [23, 30] . In general, regulation of the Mcm2/5 gate conformation may be the main function of the Mcm2, 3, and 5 subunits, as ablation of the Mcm2/5 ATPase site [22] as well as those flanking the gate (Mcm6/2 and Mcm5/3 [24] ) biochemically reduce the ability of Mcm2-7 to alternate between the gate-open and gate-closed forms.
Accumulating evidence indicates that regulation of the Mcm2/5 gate conformation restricts DNA replication to Sphase and ensures that one and only one copy of the genome is replicated per cell cycle. This regulation is a two-step process that involves the Mcm2/5 gate; Mcm2-7 loads onto chromosomes during G1 but is activated for DNA unwinding only following passage into S-phase (Figure 1(c) , legend [31] ). During initiation in G1, Mcm2-7 origin loading requires several factors (e.g., Cdt1 and Cdc6) which together with the origin recognition complex (ORC) form the prereplication complex (pre-RC [32] [33] [34] [35] ). Mcm2-7 origin association does not occur passively; in vitro, Mcm ATP hydrolysis is required for pre-RC formation [36, 37] . At least one role of this ATP hydrolysis may be Mcm2/5 gate opening, as conditional forced dimerization of the Mcm2 and 5 subunits using Mcm alleles that contain rapamycin-mediated dimerization domains (to mimic the gate closed form) blocks Mcm2-7 DNA loading and cell cycle progression in vivo [38] . This effect is specific for the Mcm2 and 5 dimer interface, as forced dimerization between other neighboring subunits has no effect [38] .
Structural evidence indicates that closure of the Mcm2/5 gate is required to activate DNA unwinding and elongation.
Upon S-phase entry, several regulatory kinases (including the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) and the Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK)) activate Mcm2-7 by enabling the loading of the key accessary factors Cdc45 and GINS that in combination with Mcm2-7 form the CMG complex (Cdc45-Mcm2-7-GINS) [39] [40] [41] . Participation of both Cdc45 and GINS in the CMG complex greatly stimulates the in vitro DNA unwinding activity of Mcm2-7, and the in vivo formation of the CMG is presumably the main S-phase activation step of DNA replication [27] . Structural analysis of the CMG complex by transmission electron microscopy has determined the mechanism of Cdc45 and GINS activation; together these proteins bind across the Mcm2/5 gate and close the discontinuity [30] . Since Mcm loading and activation are mutually exclusive events (reviewed in [31] ), the cell cycle regulation of DNA replication fundamentally centers on the loading and subsequent activation of Mcm2-7.
There is mounting evidence that Mcm2-7 is also a focus of regulation during elongation. The DNA replication checkpoint (DRC) monitors chromosome replication during S-phase; if damage is detected, it promotes genome stability by shutting down cell cycle progression and elongation until the problem is repaired (reviewed in [42] ). In the event that the damage is not repaired, the pathway in metazoans eventually causes apoptosis and the elimination of potentially carcinogenic cells from the population [43] . Key to this checkpoint is the ATR sensor kinase and Chk1/2 effector kinases; all, if mutated, promote genome instability leading to cancer [44] . Although the mechanism is yet unclear, circumstantial evidence suggests that Mcm2-7 is regulated by the replication checkpoint. Mcm2-7 is directly phosphorylated during replication stress by ATR [45] [46] [47] [48] . Moreover, Mcm2-7 physically associates with three conserved proteins that serve as mediator factors of the DRC (Claspin, Tipin, and Tof1 in metazoans, or Mrc1, Csm3, and Tof1 in budding yeast [49] [50] [51] [52] ), making it likely that this constitutive association with Mcm2-7 has regulatory significance.
Given the likely differential involvement of specific Mcm2-7 ATPase active sites in multiple aspects of DNA replication and its regulation, small molecule inhibitors could be profitably identified that selectively target these individual activities. Such inhibitors could prove useful for a variety of research as well as chemotherapy applications. Although various in vitro DNA replication systems have been established [53] [54] [55] [56] , dissecting-out the precise mechanistic roles of the various component proteins is difficult, an issue compounded by the fact that many replication factors are ATPases that are difficult to individually inactivate using available nonspecific ATPase inhibitors. Moreover, as various alterations in Mcm expression or function are linked to oncogenic DNA replication (e.g., [57] ), Mcm2-7 is a promising drug target for the development of both general replication inhibitors that stem cellular proliferation, as well as potentially more sophisticated inhibitors that specifically target Mcm2-7 in tumor cells (discussed below).
N-ter
C-ter N-ter face [58] . To generate a homology model, the human Mcm protein sequences were uploaded into the Phyre 2 server (http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/) that assigns secondary structure based upon alignment against homologous proteins with solved structures [59] . The resulting Mcm structure predictions were then threaded into an existing hexameric archaeal Mcm structure (PDB ID 2VL6) using PYMOL (http://www.pymol.org) and the previously determined arrangement of adjoining Mcm subunits [18, 19] . As shown, the Mcm2-7 complex generates a toroidal structure resembling the SV-40 large T antigen, a related AAA+ helicase [60] . (b) The Mcm complex is functionally asymmetric. Numerous lines of biochemical and structural evidence demonstrate that the six active sites formed by the six subunits in trans are functionally distinct (reviewed in [11] ). The Mcm2/5 site has low ATP turnover, suggesting it is regulatory in nature and forms a reversible discontinuity that must be closed in order to activate helicase activity. (c) Mcm2-7 is the key component of S-phase activation (reviewed in [11, 31, 61] ). In early G1 phase, Mcm hexamers are recruited to the origin recognition complex (ORC), and bound to origins of replication by the loading factors Cdc6 and Cdt1. The Mcm toroid is bound around dsDNA [35, 62] , presumably requiring the ring to be opened at the Mcm 2/5 active site [38] . Along with ORC and Cdc6, head-to-head Mcm2-7 dimers remain in a biochemically inactive state as part of the prereplication complex until their irreversible activation by the regulatory kinases DDK (Dbf4 dependent kinase) and CDK (cyclin dependent kinase). CDC45 and GINS are targeted to the Mcm2-7 complex by the activity of additional recruitment factors such as Sld2, Sld3, and Dbp11, and the Mcm complex shifts from dsDNA bound state to a ssDNA bound state. DNA unwinding commences to provide a ssDNA template for the rest of the DNA replication machinery. Concurrently, Cdc6 and Cdt1 are removed from the nucleus to prevent reloading of the helicase and deleterious rereplication of the genome.
The Mcms and Cancer
Genomic instability, often caused by replication stress [65] , is believed to be a necessary step in cancer development. As such, Mcm2-7 expression levels and activity need to be carefully balanced to preserve genome stability. Although yeast does not develop cancer per se, much of our knowledge of how Mcms affect genomic stability stem from studies of these organisms. In addition to the plasmid loss phenotype described earlier [12] , Mcm mutations cause chromosome loss, DNA damage, and increased recombination in budding yeast [13, 66] . In S. pombe, Mcm mutants have been shown to accumulate DNA repair foci diagnostic of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) [67] . Moreover, although the number of individual Mcm subunits in the nucleus considerably exceeds the number of replication origins [68, 69] , as little as a twofold reduction in Mcm expression has been shown to cause genomic instability [68, 70] . In total, these defects have largely been interpreted as underreplication caused by reduced Mcm2-7 activity [71] . As both DNA replication and fundamental issues of genomic instability are highly conserved among eukaryotes, our knowledge of Mcm2-7 derived from simpler eukaryotes is likely directly relevant to cancer development in metazoan systems.
Consistent with their essential role in cellular proliferation, the Mcms have found common use as a cytological marker of cancer. Since Mcm protein is absent from chromatin in quiescent cells but abundant in active mitotic cells [72] , many groups have studied the potential for using Mcm2-7 expression as an immunocytological marker for cellular proliferation [73] [74] [75] . Further studies validate the Mcm proteins (Mcm2 in particular) as excellent prognostic and diagnostic markers of human oral, colon, ovarian, and urothelial carcinomas that compare favorably with more traditional cytological markers such as PCNA and Ki-67 (reviewed in [76] ).
Studies in both mice and human cells indicate that both MCM gene duplication and overexpression can contribute to cancer development (e.g., [77] [78] [79] ). The recent highthroughput sequencing of various cancerous tissues indicates that the amplification of at least one of the MCM genes is relatively common. For example, in a study of 178 tumor genomes that had been corrected for somatic variations, 10% of lung squamous cell carcinomas contained amplifications in at least one MCM gene (http://www.cbioportal.org [80] ). Moreover, direct reconstruction studies indicate that overexpression of individual Mcm subunits can stimulate cancer formation. Targeted overexpression of MCM7 in epidermal tissue predisposed mice to form malignant tumors, as animals that overexpressed MCM7 saw a decrease in the average time to develop tumors in response to carcinogens and an increase in the frequency and propensity of these tumors to form squamous cell carcinomas relative to wild type littermates [81] .
Reductions in Mcm2-7 expression levels have also been linked to cancer. Systematic ablation of one of the two gene copies of either Mcm2, 3, 4, or 6, as well as combinations of these hemizygous alleles, have been studied in mice. In general, such mice show reduced MCM proteins levels, growth retardation, and reduced proliferation. Thus, as in budding yeast, MCM protein levels need to be critically managed in metazoans to ensure normal growth. Consistent with genomic instability studies in yeast [68, 70] , an experimental reduction of Mcm2 expression in transgenic mice causes lymphomas [82, 83] . Such mice died in early adulthood from various cancers, and necropsy revealed a 100% penetrance of thymomas [83] .
Moreover, MCM point mutations are common in tumors. For example, in a study of 178 tumor genomes that had been corrected for somatic variations, 12% of lung squamous cell carcinomas were found to contain point mutations in at least one of the six MCM genes (http://www.cbioportal.org [80] ). Although several MCM point mutations have been shown to cause cancer, it is unclear if this is due to a general hypomorphic reduction in DNA replication potential, or a specific loss of Mcm regulation. For example, a specific viable MCM allele, mcm4 chaos3 (mcm4 F345I ), was identified in a forward genetic screen for cancer-causing mouse alleles and results in spontaneous mammary tumors in 80% of mice [84, 85] . When this same allele was reconstructed into the yeast MCM4 gene, the corresponding S. cerevisiae mutant demonstrated a classical plasmid loss phenotype, genomic instability, and reduced viability [84, 86] . In this case, the mcm chaos3 allele was shown to generate Mcm2-7 complexes with reduced physical stability, suggesting that the chaos3 allele functions to nonspecifically reduce DNA replication potential [85] . In contrast, a second mcm4 allele was identified as a spontaneous dominant mutation in a mouse colony that had acquired an early-onset leukemogenesis phenotype. The cancer phenotype was subsequently mapped to MCM4, and the relevant amino acid substitution ( 4 D573H ) was found to occur in the universally conserved Walker B ATPase motif. Unlike mcm4 chaos3 , the mutant was not hypomorphic and failed to compliment a MCM4 deletion in yeast complementation assays, suggesting that 4
D573H
is a dominant change of function allele that poisons normal Mcm2-7 helicase activity [87] . In total these mouse and tissue culture studies strongly imply that Mcm alterations can also drive human cancer. In normal human genomes, various single nucleotide polymorphisms in the mcm genes are commonly observed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/). At least some of these polymorphisms may in themselves generate genomic instability in susceptible individuals, as at least some MCM polymorphisms cause genomic instability when assayed in budding yeast [88] . Intriguingly, among mcm cancer alleles listed in the cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal.org), mutations that fall within the conserved ATPase motifs (Walker A and B, Sensor 1 and 2, and Arginine finger motif) commonly occur among all six Mcm genes. As such, some of these alleles may generate Mcm2-7 complexes with a specific biochemical defect in a particular step of DNA replication or its regulation rather than generating a generally hypomorphic situation.
Thus, the role of the Mcms in cancer development seems contradictory, as both underexpression (consistent with a tumor suppressor) and overexpression (consistent with an oncogene) are linked to cancer development. Although a direct Mcm2-7-mediated biochemical defect in DNA replication cannot be ruled out in either case, the underlying causes behind these two conditions are likely to be very different, while underexpression likely reduces the level of Mcm2-7 complexes needed for normal DNA replication, while overexpression likely reflects inappropriate proteinprotein interactions. Such interactions might serve to either titrate out factors that block abnormal proliferation (e.
Various Tumor Suppressors and Regulatory Factors Bind Mcm2-7 and Inhibit Its Activity
Accumulating evidence suggests that during early cancer development, altered Mcm2-7 regulation resulting from oncogene expression leads to a particularly mutagenic form of DNA replication (oncogene-induced DNA replication stress [89] [90] [91] [92] ) that fuels genomic instability and proliferation. Evidence derived from the sequencing of tumor genomes suggests that such oncogenic replication stress occurs through alterations in Rb/E2F regulation and the control of G1/S phase progression, resulting in the production of DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs), genomic instability and mutagenesis, and the subsequent loss of key regulators such as the p53 tumor suppressor (reviewed in [89, 90] ). The Rb (retinoblastoma) protein family members normally inhibit S-phase progression by binding to and subsequently inactivating members of the E2F family (reviewed in [93] , Figure 2 ). The Rb family contains related factors with somewhat different properties; these include p105, p107, and p130 proteins [93] . In contrast the E2F proteins are transcriptional activators or repressors that directly control the transition into S-phase by modulating gene expression. Progression into S-phase depends upon CDK activity; Rb phosphorylation by CDK promotes E2F release and activates its transcription function. In turn, the CDKs themselves are inhibited by various regulatory proteins (e.g., CDK inhibitors (CKI)). Multiple CKIs exist in cells, and among others form the INK4 (e.g., p16
INK4a , p15 INK4b , p18 NK4c , and p19 INK4d ) and KIP/CIP (e.g., p27
KIP1 and p21 CIP1 ) families [94, 95] . As such, both Rb and CKIs are inhibitors of cell cycle progression, and members of both families are commonly mutated in human tumors [96] .
Although the details are yet unclear, altered replication origin firing may be the underlying cause behind oncogeneinduced replication stress [65] . Work done in both yeast as well as metazoans suggests the existence of an optimal level of origin usage: both too few and too many firing origins lead to DSB formation (reviewed in [65] Figure 2) . A yeast two-hybrid screen aimed at identifying proteins that bind the N-terminal region of Rb showed that it forms a complex with the carboxy terminus of Mcm7. Immunoprecipitations with full length Rb (p105) and Mcm7 proteins recapitulated this interaction in vitro and also demonstrated that other Rb family members p107 and p130 also bind Mcm7 [97] . Furthermore, Rb and p130 inhibited DNA replication in a Xenopus DNA replication assay in an Mcm7-dependent manner [98] , suggesting that physical interactions between Mcm7 and Rb have physiological significance.
Several CKIs have also been found to block Mcm2-7 function (Figure 2) . The cyclin-D dependent kinase inhibitor p16
INK4a has been shown to indirectly block Mcm origin loading by inhibiting the activities of Cdc6 and Cdt1 [101] . In contrast, the p27 kip1 factor, a CDK and DNA replication inhibitor (reviewed in [105] ) has been shown to bind the AAA+ motor domain of Mcm7 [102] . This interaction appears physiologically relevant, as a truncated p27 kip1 protein capable of binding Mcm7 but lacking the ability to inhibit CDK was able to cause significant inhibition of DNA replication in an in vitro DNA replication system [102] . This Blocks in vitro replication Mcm7 [97] implies that the Mcm7/p27 kip1 interaction can regulate DNA replication independent of CDK inhibition.
In addition to factors directly involved in Rb/E2F regulation, other regulatory factors bind Mcm2-7 in an apparently functional manner. (1) Prohibitin, a scaffolding protein that, similar to Rb, had previously been shown to inhibit E2F transcription targets [106, 107] , was found to physically interact primarily with Mcm2 and 5, perhaps functioning by interfering with the Mcm2/5 gate. Purified prohibitin also inhibited in vitro DNA replication, perhaps by inhibiting Mcm2-7 [103] . (2) The human Rad17 protein, which together with RFC 2-5 forms an alternative clamp loader that (along with the 911 complex) is required for ATR activation of the replication checkpoint cascade in metazoans [108] , binds the C-terminus of Mcm7 [104] . Transfection of just the Mcm7-binding region of Rad17 into cell lines abolished UV-induced replication checkpoint activation, suggesting that this interaction is physiologically relevant [104] . (3) Recent work has demonstrated that the NCOA4 transcriptional coactivator also binds Mcm7 in a relevant manner to inhibit DNA replication by interacting with the CMG complex, blocking its helicase activity, and negatively regulating the activation of origins of replication [100] . (4) Finally, a variety of additional proteins have been shown to bind the C-terminus of Mcm7, but currently the physiological significance of the observed binding interactions is unknown or poorly understood. These include the ING5 tumor suppressor [99] , ATRIP [45] , and Cyclin D1 dependent kinase [109] .
Although the mapping of specific interaction sites between Mcm7 and its various binding partners has not yet been performed at high resolution, available evidence suggests that these sites likely overlap conserved ATPase motifs. Rb binds a region of Mcm7 that is contained within a fragment encoding amino acids 583-719 of human Mcm7 [97] , while Rad17 binding is contained within amino acids 521-620 [104] . Both putative interaction sites span the conserved Sensor 2 and Presensor 2 motifs of Mcm7 that together form part of the Mcm4/7 ATPase active site [11] . As this region spans essential active site motifs, it is evolutionary well conserved particularly among metazoans, and the binding of 
Small Molecule Inhibitors and Potential Chemotherapeutic Agents of the Eukaryotic Replicative Helicase
Helicases are common enzymes. For example, S. cerevisiae contains 134 open reading frames (2% of its genome) that encode proteins containing helicase structural motifs [110] . Helicases in general have received recent drug-discovery attention, and small molecule inhibitors of viral helicases have been the focus of several high throughput screens (reviewed in [111] ). Many viral helicases (e.g., SV40 large T antigen [112] ) have multiple cellular functions in addition to bulk replication. This property increases the potency of such small molecule inhibitors, as more cellular systems are coordinately impacted, and the likelihood of acquiring drug resistance mutations is decreased. Mcm2-7 is similar in that it coordinates regulatory processes in addition to genome replication. Moreover, the heterohexameric organization of Mcm2-7 might prove particularly advantageous; it might be difficult for an organism to develop drug resistance if multiple Mcm ATPase active sites are targeted. However, in contrast to their prokaryotic and viral counterparts, no high throughput biochemical screens have been performed on the eukaryotic replicative helicase. The reason for this is largely practical: it is difficult to purify Mcm2-7 or the CMG complex in amounts large enough to perform these screens, and in vitro helicase activity has not been demonstrable for the whole complex until fairly recently [23, 113] . Given what is known about the biochemistry and genetics of Mcm2-7, one can broadly envision at least three different classes of small molecule inhibitors with potential chemotherapeutic utility. These include (1) enzymatic inhibitors (e.g., targeting the various ATPase active sites), (2) inhibitors that block physical or genetic interactions between Mcm subunits and other proteins, and (3) molecules that modulate Mcm expression levels.
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Enzymatic inhibitors that block Mcm2-7's normal role in either DNA replication initiation or elongation are one obvious class. As mentioned in the Introduction, many types of inhibitors have been developed to block the function of specific replication factors as a means to block the cellular proliferation observed in cancer. Such inhibitors that target Mcm2-7 would potentially provide an additional useful weapon in this arsenal.
Two problems however exist with the identification of therapeutically useful biochemical inhibitors. First, as mentioned above, both the Mcm2-7 and CMG complexes are difficult to purify in sufficient quantity for extensive primary high-throughput screening. Although improved technology may ultimately solve this problem, cell-based screening approaches using engineered test organisms might be devised to identify Mcm inhibitors in a primary screen; such drug candidates could then be subsequently tested in appropriate secondary biochemical screens (e.g., [114] ). Second, reduction of Mcm levels as little as twofold below endogenous levels has been shown to cause genomic instability, suggesting that a loss of Mcm activity is deleterious to healthy cells. However, it should be noted that many current chemotherapeutic agents induce genomic instability either as collateral damage (e.g., [115] ), or to intentionally trigger apoptosis in sensitive (e.g., cancerous) cells (reviewed in [116] ). Moreover, it should be noted that most of the genomic instability defects demonstrated by Mcm mutations are likely the results of elongation problems (e.g., replication fork collapse); potential Mcm inhibitors that block initiation (and hence formation of the replication fork) would likely block this form of genomic instability. In short, it may be possible to develop appropriate inhibitors for Mcm2-7 that balance chemotherapeutic utility with potential off-target genome instability effects.
Alternatively, targeted inhibitors that disrupt interaction between Mcm2-7 and other cellular proteins may be identified that specifically block abnormal DNA replication. Proteins that functionally interact within a cell often demonstrate a property termed synthetic lethality; mutations in either gene may individually support viability, but when combined caused lethality [117] . Thus, inhibitors of Mcm2-7 interacting proteins might be obtained that specifically target abnormal replication caused by Mcm mutants, while having little effect on cells with normal DNA replication. High throughput inhibitor screens that utilize synthetic lethality as a read-out have been developed (reviewed in [118] ); the recent identification of PARP inhibitors that specifically target mutant BRAC1-containing cancer cells are an example of such a successful screening approach (reviewed in [119] ).
Finally, chemotherapeutics might be identified to specifically tailor Mcm gene expression levels. Since Mcm-2-7 levels appears to be critically balanced to prevent genome instability, drugs that modulate Mcm2-7 gene expression could be profitably developed to either block cellular proliferation or potentially return it to normal levels. Alternatively, under conditions of replication stress (as is the case in cancer cells), specific reduction of Mcm protein levels sensitizes cells to other replication inhibitors [120] , suggesting that combinational therapy with Mcm-specific inhibitors has the potential to increase the efficacy of existing treatments and their specificity for cancer cells. Although development of an inhibitor that specifically targets expression of very limited set of genes seems daunting, several recently discovered Mcm inhibitors show promise in this area (e.g., trichostatin A and widdrol).
To date, only a few compounds have been identified using low throughput or candidate approaches that directly target the complex's enzymatic activity and/or expression ( Table 2) .
(1) Heliquinomycin was originally identified as an inhibitor of in vitro replication in cell extract systems [126] and was later shown to biochemically inhibit the DNA unwinding properties of a specific Mcm subcomplex (Mcm467). This inhibition may be indirect, as it is believed that heliquinomycin blocks unwinding via an interaction with single-stranded DNA [121] . The drug may also have in vivo utility against Mcm2-7 as it has been shown to selectively decrease the proliferation of cancer cells overexpressing Mcm7 in tissue culture [122] .
(2) A recent study has found that the fluoroquinolone ciprofloxacin and related compounds are able to selectively inhibit Mcm2-7 helicase activity at ∼3-8-fold lower concentrations relative to other helicases [63] . Although the IC 50 of this inhibition was relatively weak (∼600 M), cytotoxicity assays demonstrated that ciprofloxacin was able to inhibit both yeast and human cells at concentrations comparable to those that block in vitro helicase activity, consistent with the possibility that Mcm2-7 was also a cellular target of ciprofloxacin. This supposition was further supported by the finding that a known Mcm yeast mutant (mcm4 ℎ 3 ) demonstrated significant ciprofloxacin resistance in cellular culture.
(3) The classical histone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA) has been the subject considerable interest as an anticancer compound and has been demonstrated to be effective against a wide variety of cancers [127] . Recent evidence suggests that MCM2 is a target of TSA. RT-PCR showed that MCM2 gene expression is downregulated upon TSA treatment and that knockdown of Mcm2 induces cellular apoptosis in colon cancer cells. This downregulation of MCM2 was dependent on TSA-mediated changes in the JNK signaling pathway [123] .
(4) Widdrol, a naturally occurring aromatic compound derived from Juniperus chinensis, was observed to have antiproliferative activity against human colon adenocarcinoma HT29 cells [124] . Interestingly, this effect appeared to be due to a downregulation of MCM gene expression as a downstream consequence of DNA damage. The compound was later shown to cause DSBs which activate the DNA damage ATM/ATR mediated checkpoint, resulting in an upregulation of p21 CIP1 and a rapid decrease of MCM4 levels in HT29 cells, but not mouse fibroblasts [125] . Although the authors proposed that widdrol directly causes DNA damage, this DNA damage phenotype may occur through involvement of the Mcm complex, as both an mcm mutation in S. pombe has been shown to cause DSBs [67] and recently Mcm4 has been implicated in the DNA damage checkpoint [128] . 
Prospects for Mcm2-7 Chemotherapeutics
The development of Mcm2-7-specific small molecule inhibitors is at an early stage, and structure-activity relationship of these compounds is poorly understood. To date, the best information on potential molecular scaffolds for Mcm2-7 inhibitors comes from a study of Mcm2-7 fluoroquinolone inhibitors, as well as inhibitor studies targeting two related AAA+ ATPases-SV40 large T antigen and p97.
(1) Fluoroquinolones. To find better inhibitors than ciprofloxacin and elucidate the structural activity relationship between Mcm2-7 and fluoroquinolones, a library of ∼150 additional compounds containing various fluoroquinolone substructures was tested biochemically for Mcm2-7-mediated DNA unwinding [63] . Although no inhibitors of greater specificity than ciprofloxacin were identified (i.e., increased ability to discriminate between SV-40 T antigen and Mcm2-7), inhibitors of greater potency were obtained, and common conserved features among them were evident. Particularly key appears to be the nature of a nitrogencontaining substituent arising from the quinolone 7 position, as well as the nitrogen present at the N1 position (Figure 3(a) ). These structural features extend to various triazole compounds used in this study that also inhibit Mcm2-7 (e.g., 924384, Figure 3(b) ). Since fluoroquinolones have a long history of use as antibiotics, development of Mcm2-7 fluoroquinolone-based inhibitors is attractive as much of the relevant pharmacology of this scaffold has been well-studied [129] .
(2) Bisphenols. T antigen is a AAA+ ATPase and hexameric replicative helicase needed for SV-40 viral DNA replication (reviewed in [130] ). A recent high-throughput screen for SV40 Large T antigen (TAg) inhibitors utilized the Spectrum Collection library of ∼2200 FDA-approved bioactive compounds. This screen identified bisphenols as a novel compound class that inhibits both the ATPase activity of TAg in vitro and the ability of SV-40 to replicate in vivo [131] . Two particular molecules (bithionol and hexachlorophene, Figure 3 (c)) were discovered with an IC 50 for TAg ATPase activity in the single micromolar range. Further analysis determined that the critical structural components for TAg inhibition were flexibility at the linker between the phenol groups and the presence of small substituents at positions 2 and 4 of the phenols [131] .
(3) Quinazolines. The p97/CDC48 ATPase is another toroidal eukaryotic hexameric AAA+ protein that in contrast to Mcm2-7 uses ATP-dependent conformation changes to unfold proteins (reviewed in [132] ). Quinazoline derivatives have been shown to be effective p97 inhibitors [133] . Toward development of better inhibitors, a structure-activity study tested an additional 200 quinazoline analogs for p97 inhibition, resulting in discovery of two new inhibitors (ML240 and ML241) that each had IC 50 s for p97 ATP hydrolysis at submicromolar concentrations [134] . Their results indicate that substituent alterations at the R1 position greatly modulate p97 inhibition, a benzyl group at R2 is preferred, and substitution of the R3 hydrogen with anything larger blocks p97 inhibition (Figure 3(d) ). Quinazoline derivatives may prove to be a generally useful inhibitor scaffold, as an independent study has found that a quinazoline-like compound (ciliobrevin) inhibits the ATPase activity of the AAA+ dynein motor protein [135] .
Conclusions
Mcm2-7 is a structurally and functionally complex replication factor with a rich binding surface that directs multiple regulatory interactions of cancer significance, including those required for both Rb/E2F signaling as well as DNA replication. Given that all of these processes in isolation have been studied or used as therapeutic targets, Mcm2-7's involvement with all three suggests it is a promising target for blocking the proliferation of cancerous and precancerous cells. As Mcm2-7 contains six unique ATPase active sites and binds numerous regulatory proteins to a variety of different sites within the complex, inhibitors could be targeted to disrupt specific regulatory interactions. Although the ability to perform high throughput biochemical screens to identify Mcm2-7 inhibitors has limited utility due to the complexity of this system, recent developments using carefully engineered test organisms and whole cell assays, perhaps in conjunction with simpler and more genetically tractable model systems, suggest ways to conduct such targeted Mcm2-7 screens to identify novel inhibitors with therapeutic potential [114, 118, 136, 137] .
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